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Abstract 
Iyer, A.V., H.D. Ratliff and G. Vijayan, On an edge ranking problem of trees and graphs, 
Discrete Applied Mathematics 30 (1991) 43-52. 
A k-edge ranking of an undirected graph is a labeling of the edges of the graph with integers 
1,2,. , k, with the property that all paths between two edges with the same label i contain an edge 
with label j> i. The edge ranking problem is that of finding the smallest k for which a graph has 
a k-edge ranking. This problem is useful in the optimization of the number of parallel stages 
required to assemble a product from its components. The problem is also related to that of 
finding minimum height edge partition trees of graphs. The main result in the paper is an 
O(n log n) time approximation algorithm for edge ranking of trees, which has a worst case per- 
formance ratio of 2. 
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1. Introduction 
A k-edge ranking of a graph G is a labeling of the edges of G using the integers, 
1,2, . . . . k, such that on any path between two edges with the same label i, there is 
an edge with a label j> i. These integer labels are referred to as ranks. In an edge 
ranking of a graph, two edges of the same rank are unreachable from each other 
without having to go through an edge of higher rank. The smallest k such that a 
graph G has a k-edge ranking is called the edge rank nwnber of G. 
By definition of edge rankings, two edges which are incident on the same vertex 
cannot have the same rank, and hence any edge ranking of a graph is also a proper 
edge coloring. This implies that the maximum node degree is a lower bound on the 
edge rank number. Also note that there can be only one edge with the highest rank 
k. Figure 1 shows a 4-ranking of a tree. 
One can similarly define node ranking of graphs, wherein the nodes are ranked 
to satisfy the property that on any path between two nodes of the same rank, there 
exists a node with a higher rank. An O(n log n) algorithm for finding the node rank 
number of trees is presented in [l]. Other algorithms are presented in 13, 41. 
Node ranking and edge ranking are related to finding node partition trees and 
edge partition trees of graphs. The reader is referred to [5] for a treatment of sepa- 
rators of graphs and their partition trees. Finding the node or edge rank number 
is equivalent to minimizing the height of these partition trees. We discuss this in 
Section 2.2. 
More importantly, the edge ranking idea can be used to model the assembly of 
a product from its components, where the nodes of the graph correspond to the 
components, and the edges correspond to assembly operations 121. Here, finding the 
edge rank number is equivalent o minimizing the number of stages required for the 
parallel assembly of the product. We discuss this in Section 2. We also show that 
Fig. 1. An edge ranked graph. 
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two algorithms based on maximum matching (MATCH) and ranking leaf edges 
recursively yield arbitrarily bad worst-case performance ratios. 
In Section 3, we focus on edge ranking of trees. The main result is an approxi- 
mation algorithm for edge ranking of trees, with a worst-case ratio bound of 2. We 
do not know whether the problem of finding the edge rank number of a tree is 
NP-hard. 
2. Motivation for the problem and algorithm 
In a graph G, collapsing an edge (x, y) is the operation of replacing the two 
vertices x and y by a single vertex which is adjacent to all vertices which were 
originally adjacent to either x or y. A matching of a graph is a set of edges, no two 
of which are incident on the same vertex. 
2.1. A model of parallel product assembly 
Let us look at the problem of assembling a product in parallel. The graph model 
for assembly operations is discussed in detail in [2]. The nodes of the assembly graph 
represent the basic components, and edges represent the assembly operations to be 
performed between the components. While considering the assembly of the product 
in parallel, we have a practical restriction that two operations that involve the same 
component cannot be done in parallel. Thus a set of assembly operations that can 
be feasibly executed in parallel must represent a matching. Suppose that all edges 
corresponding to assembly operations done in parallel at a step are assigned the 
same rank. The execution of these operations results in a new graph in which the 
edges of the matching have been collapsed. Now, we can proceed to choose a 
Fig. 2. An edge partition tree for the edge ranking in Fig. 1. 
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matching in the new graph, assign the edges a higher rank, collapse this matching 
in the new graph, and continue until all edges have been collapsed and the graph 
collapses to a single node, which represents the completely assembled product. 
Suppose we have a k-edge ranking of the assembly graph G. The entire product 
can be assembled in k parallel steps. Thus minimizing the largest rank is exactly 
equivalent o the problem of minimizing the number of stages required to assemble 
a product in parallel from its components. 
2.2. Edge rankings and edge partition trees 
Consider a k-edge ranking of a graph G. The edge-partition tree (T’(G)) is 
created as follows. A root node of the edge-partition tree T’(G), representing the 
edge ranked k, is created and the corresponding edge is deleted from G, generating 
subgraphs with edges ranked with 5 k- I ranks. Edges ranked k- 1 are deleted 
from the subgraphs created and nodes representing these edges are created in 
F(G) as children of the node ranked k that is adjacent to the corresponding sub- 
tree. If this process is continued recursively, we generate a tree p(G) with leaf 
nodes representing nodes of G and internal nodes of TE(G) representing edges of 
G. Figure 2 shows the edge partition tree obtained from the edge ranking of the 
graph in Fig. 1. Since node degrees of the edge partition tree are I 3, we have the 
folIowing lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. The edge rank number of a graph with n vertices is at least log,n. 
2.3. Node rankings and edge rankings 
The following lemma gives an inequality between the node rank number and the 
edge rank number. 
Lemma 2.2. For any graph G, 
node rank number(G) 5 edge rank lubber + 1. (I) 
Proof. The proof is constructive. Consider an optimal k-edge ranking of G. Con- 
sider the edge with rank k. Clearly there is at most one edge with this rank. Pick 
one of the nodes that this edge is incident on, and assign it the node rank k+ 1. Now 
delete this node and all edges incident on this node from G. The resulting connected 
subgraphs (there may be only one subgraph) have edge rankings with at most k- 1 
ranks. Repeat this process recursively for these connected subgraphs. At the last step 
of the recursion, we remove all edges with edge rank 1, and we are left with isolated 
nodes, which can all be node ranked with rank 1. It is quite easy to verify that the 
node ranking thus obtained is a proper (k+ 1)-node ranking, i.e., all paths between 
two nodes assigned the same rank will go through a node assigned a higher 
rank. q 
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The bound given in Lemma 2.2 may not be a good one. For example, the star 
graph with n nodes and n - 1 edges has edge rank number n - 1, but its node rank 
number is only 2. On the other hand, the bound is tight for chains with 2’ nodes, 
whose node rank number is 1, and the edge rank number is I- 1. Also, this lemma 
will be used in Section 3 in the analysis of the performance bound of the approxi- 
mation algorithm for edge rankings. 
2.4. Worst-case performance of heuristics LEAF and MATCH 
We now consider two simple heuristics, LEAF and MATCH, motivated by Sec- 
tions 2.1 and 2.3, to edge rank trees and demonstrate that they can generate arbi- 
trarily bad worst-case performance ratios on trees. These results provide the 
motivation for Section 3 where we provide an approximation procedure with a 
provable constant worst-case performance ratio for trees. 
Consider the following heuristic, termed LEAF, to generate a feasible edge 
ranking. We denote the maximum edge rank used by this heuristic in ranking tree 
T by edge rank numberLEAF( 
Algorithm LEAF. 
At each step choose an unranked leaf edge. Assign it the smallest possible rank 
that would maintain feasible edge rankings of the ranked subtrees. Delete the leaf 
from the tree and continue until the tree is ranked. Since we maintain feasible edge 
rankings at each step, the algorithm generates a ranking of the tree. Furthermore, 
the algorithm can also be verified to be a polynomial-time algorithm. 
We note that when applied to nodes of a tree graph, Algorithm LEAF generates 
the optimal node ranking [3]. However the following lemma provides a construction 
showing that LEAF generates arbitrarily bad worst-case performance ratio. 
Lemma 2.3. Given any number d (> 0), there exists a tree T with 
edge rank numberLEAF (T)/edge rank number(T) 2 id. 
d Pendant edges 
d Subpendant edges 
(2) 
Fig. 3. Tree generating arbitrarily bad performance ratios for LEAF and MATCH 
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Proof. Consider a tree T consisting of d (= 29 chain edges (refer Fig. 3). At each 
chain node hang d pendant edges, at the end of each of these pendant edges, hang 
d subpendant edges. Since Algorithm LEAF merely chooses a Ieaf edge and assigns 
lowest possible rank, the subpendant edges are all assigned ranks 1,2, . . . . d. Next, 
the pendant edges for chain node 1 are ranked d-t- 1, d + 2, . . . ,2d. The first chain 
edge is assigned rank 1. The pendant edges for chain node 2 are thus assigned ranks 
2d+ 1,2d+2, . . . . 3d and the chain edge 2 is assigned a rank of 2. Thus Algorithm 
LEAF assigns 1,2, . . . . log d ranks to the chain edges and assigns ranks d + 1, 
d-i-2 , . . . , d(d -I- I) to the pendant edges, thereby generating a ranking with maximum 
rank d(d+ 1). 
An edge ranking of this tree with s(2d+ log d) ranks can be generated by as- 
signing ranks 2d+ 1 to 2d+ log d to the chain edges, ranks 1,2, *.,, d to subpendant 
edges and ranks d-t- l,d+2, . . . . 2d to the pendant edges. Thus the worst-case ratio 
rd(d+ 1)/‘(2di-logd)=O(d). Cl 
We note that since the number of nodes (n) is =O(d3), the worst-case ratio is 
=O(n”3). We also note that variants of this heuristic that rank the leaf with the 
smallest rank among all current leaves at each step also do not generate the optimal 
solution. 
The next heuristic that we consider generates a maximum matching at each step 
and is motivated by the discussion on collapsing matchings in Section 2.1, We 
examine this heuristic because unlike LEAF it ranks both leaves and nonleaf edges 
at a step. 
Algorithm MATCH. 
Set r= 1. 
At each step choose a maximum matching of edges, assign rank I^. 
Collapse edges with rank r, set r= r+ I. Repeat the process until the tree is 
ranked. The procedure is clearly polynomial and generates a feasible ranking of the 
edges of the tree. 
We note however that heuristic MATCH applied to the example in Lemma 2.3 
(Fig. 3) would generate the same ranking as the heuristic LEAF. Thus, given any 
positive number d, there is a tree T such that heuristic MATCH generates an edge 
ranking with a worst-case bound -O(d). 
3. Edge ranking of trees 
We first discuss the ~r~blern of edge ranking a tree in which the subtrees at the 
root are already optimally ranked. We then combine these rest&s with the optimal 
node ranking algorithm of [l] to obtain an approximation afgorithm for edge 
ranking of trees. 
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Rank s1 
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Fig. 4. A composition of subtrees. 
We define the composition of subtrees T,, T2, . . . , T,,,, to be the tree obtained by 
starting with a root node u and adding edges from u to the roots of the subtrees (see 
Fig. 4). The edges incident on the root u are called star edges. 
Lemma 3.1. The tree T obtained by the composition of subtrees T,, T2, . . . . T,,,, 
each of which has edge rank number at least s, has edge rank number at least 
m+s-1. 
Proof. Let the edge rank number of T be k. Consider a k-edge ranking of T. There 
is only one edge with rank k. Identify the subtree containing rank k or a subtree 
with the attached star edge ranked k and remove the subtree and the attached star 
edge from the composition. The result of this subtree deletion is a composition of 
m - 1 subtrees. Again this composition has only one edge of maximum rank, and 
this rank is different from k. Repeat this deletion process m - 1 times and we will 
have only one subtree left. The maximum ranks at each of the m - 1 stages of 
deletions are distinct. In addition, these ranks do not exist in the only subtree left 
behind, which itself has rank number at least s. Therefore the rank number k of T 
is at least m - 1 + s. 0 
Lemma 3.2. The tree T composed from mi subtrees of edge rank numbers si, for 
i= 1,2 ,..., d, (see Fig. 4), wheres;<~;+~, i=1,2 ,..., d-l, has 
d 
edge rank number 1 max { tj+sj- l}, where t; = C mj. 
lsisd ;=j 
Proof. For each i, 15 isd, the composed tree has tj subtrees with rank number 
at least si. From Lemma 3.1, the rank number of the composed tree is at least 
t;+s;- 1, for 1 I ild. Thus the rank number is at least the maximum of these 
numbers. 0 
We now give a simple algorithm which ranks a tree composed as in Lemma 3.2, 
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with maximum rank at most one more than the lower bound stated in the lemma. 
We will use then this algorithm to derive an approximation algorithm for edge 
ranking trees. 
Algorithm Compose. 
Input. Optimally ranked mi subtrees of edge rank numbers si , for i = 1,2, . . . , d, 
where s$s,+,, i=I,2 ,..., d- 1. These subtrees are to be composed at a root 
node u. 
Output. Ranks for the star edges incident on the root node u. 
Step 1. Let tj= Cid,,mj, and let J;:=ti+si- 1. Let i* be such that &zz~, for 
i-1,2 ,..., d. 
Step 2. Assign ranks ++ I,+ +2 , . . ..si* + tie to those star edges which are at- 
tached to the root nodes of the subtrees with rank numbers +, . . ..s. in 
that order. 
Step 3. Assign ranks Si*,Si*- 1, . . . . si*-- (tl - ti*) + I to those star edges which 
are attached to the root nodes of the subtrees with rank numbers 
Sj*- 1, .**) s, in that order. 
Theorem 3.3. Algorithm Compose produces an edge ranking for the composed tree 
with max 15i&r+~i1 ranks. 
Proof. Clearly the largest rank used by the algorithm is max, cicd { tj+sij. We 
have to show that the ranking is feasible. The rankings of the subtrees are un- 
changed. It is also easy to verify that the ranks assigned to the edges incident on 
u are all distinct. Therefore the theorem is proven if we show that the ranks assigned 
to the edges incident on u are greater than the largest rank in their corresponding 
subtrees. 
The subtrees with rank number s;$ are all connected to u via edges with ranks at 
least si++ 1. Consider a subtree of rank number S,>Si*. Since the maximum value 
of fi (defined in Step 1 of Algorithm Compose) is attained at i*, we have t,+s,-- 
1 cc ti, + si* - 1. Therefore s, i si* + (t,* - tr). However, from Step 2 of the algorithm, 
one can easily verify that the edges attaching these subtrees to the root u have ranks 
which are at least s,,+ (ti*- t,) + 1. The proof is simiIar for subtrees with rank 
number s,<Si*+ El 
We now have an algorithm to rank a tree composed of optimally ranked subtrees 
in which we use at most one rank more than the edge rank number of the compo- 
sition of subtrees. It is quite obvious that Theorem 3.3 can be generalized for the 
case when the subtrees are not optimally ranked as follows: 
Theorem 3.4. Given rankings of subtrees each of which use at most h more ranks 
than the rank numbers of the respective subtrees, Algorithm Compose will produce 
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a ranking for the composed tree which uses at most h + 1 more ranks than the edge 
rank number of the tree. 
We now proceed to give an approximation algorithm for edge ranking of trees 
and analyze its performance. 
Algorithm EdgeRankTree. 
Step 1. Optimally rank the nodes of the tree using the optimal node ranking 
algorithms in [l], [3] or [4]. Let the node rank number be knode. 
Step 2. Consider the subtrees induced by the nodes of ranks 1 and 2. Clearly 
these subtrees are stars, and can be optimally edge ranked by simply 
assigning distinct ranks to the edges. 
Step 3. for r= 3 to knode do 
(a) At this point we have edge rankings of subtrees which are induced by 
the nodes with node rank Ir- 1. 
(b) Consider the nodes with rank r. The subtrees induced by the nodes 
of rank I r can be obtained by compositions of the subtrees induced 
by the nodes of rank 5 r- 1 at the nodes of rank r. 
(c) Apply Algorithm Compose simultaneously on all these compositions 
to obtain edge rankings of the subtrees induced by the nodes of 
rank Ir. 
Step 4. Output the resulting edge ranking of T. 
The above algorithm has a worst-case performance ratio of 2 as shown in the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 3.5. Let kaPPx be the number of edge ranks used by Algorithm EdgeRank- 
Tree on a tree T, and let kopf be its edge rank number. Then k,,,,s2 x kOat - 1. 
Proof. Algorithm Compose is applied knode- 2 times, starting with optimal edge 
rankings of stars induced by the node ranks 1 and 2, where knOde is the node rank 
number of the tree. From Theorem 3.4, we see that with each application of 
Algorithm Compose, one more additional rank may be used. So by repeated appli- 
cation of Theorem 3.4, we see that k,,,,< kopf + knode - 2. But from Lemma 2.2, we 
have &de 5 kopl + 1. Therefore we have k,,,,r 2 x k,, - 1. 0 
We note that the algorithm composes nodes in the order of their ranks because 
the node ranking algorithm guarantees that no two nodes of the same rank r are 
adjacent to the same subtree induced by nodes of rank cr. Note that we have 
actually shown that the number of additional edge ranks used by the algorithm is 
at most the node rank number minus 2. We also know that the node rank number 
1s at most log,,,n [l], where n is the number of vertices in the tree. Therefore 
we have k aPPx~ kept + log,,2n - 2. For trees having small node rank numbers, the 
algorithm will actually perform better than the bound stated in Theorem 3.5. 
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Time ~~~p~~~~fy of A~~~$i~~~ Ed~~~~~~Tr~~~ The time complexity of the 
algorithm is O(n log n). The first step ~nvoiv~ng node ranking can be done in 
O(pt Iog n) 111 or U(n) time [4J. The node rank number (knode) is at most Iog3,zn [I], 
each iteration involves O(n) work to identify connected components and the highest 
rank in each component, and we perform O(d,log d,) work to implement 
Algorithm Compose at iteration r (d,= degree of root nodes composed at iteration 
T, C:=, 6,.=2 x (n - 1)). Thus, the running time of the algorithm is O(n log n). 
4. Conclusions 
We introduced the notion of edge rankings of graphs, which have appiications in 
the optimization of the number of stages required for the parallel assembly of a 
product from its basic components. The main result is an approximation algorithm 
for edge ranking trees with a worst-case ratio of 2. The algorithm is quite useful, 
since the assembly graphs of many products are usually trees. It is an open question 
as to whether one can design a polynomial-time algorithm for optimally edge 
ranking trees, or alternatively show that the problem is NP-hard. 
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